
European educational systems have long been striving to ensure equitable 
learning opportunities for every student. Providing equitable opportunities for 
girls or migrant students has traditionally been at the centre of this effort; 
providing them for boys is a relatively recent aspect, but it is increasingly 
becoming an issue of outmost urgency. Throughout Europe, there is dire need for 
special attention to adolescent boys’ literacy development and attitudes, since 
this group is more likely to be at risk. Numerous studies connect adolescent boys’ 
academic failure to their low reading engagement, pointing out that secondary-
school boys are the group most likely to state that reading is boring, that they find 
it hard to find interesting books, and that they only read at school.  
 
For this reason, the Boys Reading project aims to make reading an integral part in 
the life of boys aged 11-15 years. The project consortium asserts that this can only 
be achieved if teenage boys acquire control over their reading and are enabled to 
choose their readings from books that satisfy their actual needs and interests. 
Addressing the needs of boys effectively requires dialogue and the collective 
effort of all partners in the education process, including government, educators, 
parents, and community members.  
 
The Boys Reading project aims to: 

 Raise the motivation and interest of boys to read and write in order to 
close the gender gap 

 Open up schools to appealing materials, including digital ones, to make 
reading and writing relevant to boys’ individual preferences 

 Facilitate contact with male role-models engaging in literacy and 

 Develop initiatives aimed at making language development fun and  
appealing for adolescent boys. 

Mila Bulić, Chemistry and Biology teacher from the 
Elementary school Pujanke, Split implemented the learning 
unit on the Organic Compounds of Oxygen and Biologically 
Important Compounds. The learning unit is aligned with the 
National Curriculum Framework, for the 8th grade Chemistry 
course (14-15 year old students).   
The learning unit consisted of three lessons:  
(1) Carboxylic acid;  
(2) Esters;  
(3) Fats and Oils, Carbohydrates, Monosaccharides, 

Disaccharides and Polysaccharides.  
 
As part of the lesson on Carboxylic acid and lesson on Esters, 
students were working on the chemical reaction 
experiments. Prior to the lecture and experiment, the 
students were introduced to the excerpts from the Jo 
Nesbø’s book Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder: Bubble in the 
Bathtub. The chemical reactions such as volcano and 
alcoholic fermentation release gases, and the experiments 
conducted by students were comparable to the bath 
reaction described in the Jo Nesbø’s book.  
 
As an introduction to the lesson on Fats and Oils, 
Carbohydrates, Monosaccharides, Disaccharides and 
Polysaccharides, the teacher read aloud book passage 
describing mutations and book passage on nutritious food 
from the Suzanne Collins’ book The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay. The students had opportunity to discuss the 
texts and their understanding of the science concepts in 
question (mutations, biologically important compounds).  
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Dragana Mamić, Biology and Chemistry teacher from the 
Elementary school Sućidar, Split, implemented the 
learning units on Preserving Biodiversity and The structure 
of flowering plants. The learning unit is aligned with the 
National Curriculum Framework, for the 5th grade Nature 
course (11 year old students).  
Following lessons were implemented:  
(1) The Animal Reproduction; ( 
(2) The Structure of Plant Stems; and  
(3) The Movement of Water through Stem.  
 
As a part of the Animal Reproduction lesson students were 
reading two pages from the Jo Nesbø’s book, Doctor 
Proctor's Fart Powder: Time-travel Bath Bomb. In the 
selected book passages, Dr. Proctor is working on the 
scientific research project focusing on the DNA of Wonder 
Platypus. By creating thematic picture book on the life of 
Wonder Platypus, students describe the mammal‘s way of 
life and put emphasis on the protection of Wonder 
Platypus in order to preserve biodiversity.  
 
In the book In Desert and Wilderness, the author Henryk 
Sienkiewicz describes the way in which main book 
characters built a shelter inside the baobab tree. The 
appealing literary descriptions of the baobab and its 
characteristics were used in two separate lessons, the 
lesson on the Structure of Plant Stems and the lesson on 
the Movement of Wather through Stem.  
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Benefits 

 The teacher has a chance to notice parts of the text 
that trigger students’ interest. 

 

 The students were happy to use literary texts in the 
science classes. 

 

 Literary texts, although fiction, can help students to 
connect the science assignments with the real life. 

 

 Implementation strengthened students’ social 
skills, stimulated their imagination and encouraged 
students on further exploration.  

 

 When using fictional literature, students are 
encouraged to develop interest towards different 
school subjects, while they have opportunity to 
enrich the vocabulary.  

 

 Students appreciate when a 
lesson includes only small 
excerpts of the literary text, 
these should be the most 

„Students were interested in the school subject (Nature) and the theme they were learning about, but 

also developed interest for the book. Through the lesson, I encouraged them to search the Internet in 

order to find answers on questions about baobab and to read the book.”  

 - Dragana Mamić, Biology and Chemistry teacher, Elementary school Sućidar, Split 

“…literary texts can serve as a motivational tool in teaching. I will definitely use literary templates in 

teaching and pay more attention to my setudents reading habits in the future. I will try to be more 

systematic in getting their attention to reading.”  

–Dragana Mamić, Biology and Chemistry teacher, Elementary school Sućidar, Split 

“In the introductory part of the lesson, it is crucial to gain students’ attention.  This could be achieved 

by using literary content which is appealing to students.  For example, the book Hunger games can 

serve as a good motivational tool in the chemistry classes.”   

- Mila Bulić, Chemistry and Biology teacher, Elementary school Pujanke, Split 

“Boys were thinking this is interesting. Girls usually find interests in different things, while boys prefer bombastic things… they loved 

story about bath and travel through time. While working on the experiment they were waiting for the explosion… for the moment 

when something will happen… They love action and it is necessary to offer them action.”  

- Mila Bulić, Chemistry and Biology teacher, Elementary school Pujanke, Split 

Students enjoy when teacher is using the read aloud technique, especially when the key words are emphasized. 
 

Using both fiction and non-fiction texts in science classes helps in gaining students attention.  
 

Teams of teachers from different school subjects could find more interesting ways to teach their subjects by using literary texts. 
For example, the content of Biology and Chemistry classes can be combined with any type of literary text. 

 
It is very important to adjust the book to the students' age, while keeping in mind that students most of the time will not be able 
to read the complete book during the school year and will postpone the reading until the summer holidays. Language teachers 

and school librarians should cooperate with other teachers and provide them with advices on literature that may be used. 
 

Placing students in situation where they are required to work creatively and in connection to the book content, encourages them 
to further explore literature and read books that are used during the lesson.  
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Challenges 

 Teachers should continually look for the suitable lit-
erature which is appropriate for the students’ age 
and aligned with the subject curriculum.  

 

 Teachers teaching different school subjects are not 
necessarily knowledgeable about literature, still they 
should be capable to recognize ways of implementing 
literature in their teaching units.  

 

 Lesson preparation for the use of fictional and non-
fictional literature in science classes is much more 
time consuming. 

 

 Use of fictional and non-fictional literature in differ-
ent school subjects’ students can perceive as an inno-
vative approach. It is questionable how students 
would react on the situation where most of the les-
son in different school subjects are linked to the liter-
ary texts.  
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